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Minutes of the meeting of 11 am, Thursday, 17 September 2015 
 
 
Location: PwC, Embankment Place, London 
 
Chair: 

 
Rob Griffiths (professional advisor) 
 

  

Present: Amerjit Barrett (national housing federations) 
Andrew Malcolm (national housing federations)  
Andrew Newberry (national housing federations)  
Andy Speer (national housing federations)  
Anna McOwen (national housing federations) 
Charles Brotherton (professional advisor) 
Chris Wilson (professional advisor) 
Jack Marshall (national housing federations) 
Jonathan Clarke (professional advisor) 
Lindsey Dryden (national housing federations) 
Maria Hallows (professional advisor) 
Mark Potter (national housing federations) 
Nigel Perryman (professional advisor) 
Phil Cliftlands (professional advisor)  
 

   

Observers: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jenny Carter (FRC) 
Ken Youngman (CAPE)  
 

National Housing regulators 
Naheed Hussain (Welsh Government) 
Nigel Gregory (Scottish Housing Regulator) 
Phil Winter (HCA – Social Housing Regulator)  
 

Guests - part of the meeting 
Andy Smith (Savills) 
Richard Petty (JLL) 
 

  

Secretariat: Guy Flynn (PwC) 
John Butler (National Housing Federation) 
Joseph Carr (National Housing Federation) 

  

 
 
Minute no 

 
 

   
Action 

1.  Apologies   
  Anne O’Meera, Avril Simcox, Debbie McKibben, Fiona 

Westwood, Jenny Brown, Sarah Smith and Sophie Geraghty 
sent their apologies. 

 

  

  The Chair advised that Faye Gordon had taken up a new role 
as Head of Finance at County Durham Housing Group. He 
thanked her for her contribution to the work of the SORP 
Working Party (SWP) as part of the Secretariat over the past 
few years. In particularly, her involvement in rewriting the 
Housing SORP 2014. 
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2.  Valuation of social housing property   
  JLL and Savills described the basis of valuing social property 

and discussed how social housing rent reductions might impact 
upon valuations.  JLL and Savills explained that the Social 
Housing sector is unique in that it is the only sector with its own 
valuation basis (EUV-SH) defined within the RICS red book. 

 

  

  The discount factor used to determine EUV-SH included an 
assessment of risk. Valuers assessment of recent Government 
announcements is that they herald a more risky operating 
environment for housing association. This may translate to a 
higher risk element of the discount factors. Valuers also predict 
greater variation in the range of discount factors used for EUV-
SH, dependant on the association concerned and the location 
and type of stock. 
 

  

  The valuers advised that Right to Buy receipts and other market 
evidence are already reflected in EUV-SH and, in the future, 
Pay to Stay income may also be incorporated into their 
assumptions.  

 

  

  Market evidence would need to be properly evidenced for audit 
purposes. 
 

 JLL and Savills gave an overview of the sort of transactions 
which take place between RP’s for the disposal of housing 
stock and indicated that this had been less than 1% of the total 
stock of RP’s in the last 15 years. 
 

  

  However, use of market evidence in determining EUV-SH for 
loan security purposes may be tempered by lenders’ special 
instructions to valuers.  There was a discussion on the use of 
MV- STT which the valuers stated was not defined in the red 
book and was an entirely hypothetical model. 
 

  

3.  Minutes of the meeting of 16 June 2015   
  The Minutes were agreed as an accurate record of the 

meeting. 
 

  

4.  Matters arising   
  The HCA Accounting Direction was approved and would be 

published by the end of the month, effective for accounting 
periods commencing on or after 1 April 2015. 
 

  

  Many housing associations are yet to begin re-negotiating loan 
covenants with lenders for compatibility with new FRS 102-
style account. The concern is that housing associations will 
have formally adopted FRS 102 before loan covenants have 
been renegotiated, risking breach of covenants. 
 

  

  It was agreed that the SWP would flag the urgency of this 
issue to the sector. 
 

 Fed 
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  There were no other matters arising. 
 

  

5.  Impairment of social housing property   
  The SWP reviewed a worked example on impairment of 

social housing property which is based on Example 5, page 
70 of the Housing SORP 2014.  However, the narrative of the 
example amended to reflect the proposed negative 1% rent 
cut announced in the Summer Budget 2015. 

 

  

  The SWP agreed that the worked example clarified that the 
rent cut was a trigger for impairment and illustrated the 
principles housing associations should consider and the 
steps they should take to assess the extent to which social 
housing properties have been impaired. The worked example 
would be circulated widely throughout the sector to alert 
preparers and users of accounts of the issue and assist them 
assessing for impairment.  
 

  
 
 
 
 
Fed 

  The SWP concluded that there was no active market for the 
buying and selling social housing property between housing 
associations as, in the last 15 years or so, only some 18,000 
properties out of a total stock of circa 2.5m (0.7%) had been 
transacted. 
 

  

  The SWP agreed on a number of amendments to the worked 
example to better assist preparers of accounts.  

 

  
Fed  

  The SWP suggested that the HCA Accounting Determination 
2015 should be amended to refer readers to the additional 
disclosure requirements for impairment in FRS 102. 
 

  
 
PW 

  The SWP agreed that the worked examples should include 
an illustration of the additional disclosure requirements for 
impairment in FRS 102. 
 

  
Fed 

6.  SMB Annual Review 2015   
  With the exception of a number of minor amendments, the 

SWP agreed the draft Annual Review 2015 for approval by 
the SORP-making Body.   
 

  
Fed 

  JenC agreed to confirm with FRC that the filing date for 
subsequent Annual Reviews could be extended annually to 
31 March - 12 months after March financial year ends - to 
allow for the audit and subsequent review of housing 
association accounts.  

 

 FRC 

7.  Any other business   
  In response to an enquiry from Jenny Brown, the SWP 

confirmed recent changes to company law did not remove the 
option for housing associations to use merger accounting 
bestowed by FRS 102 for public benefit entities.   
 

  

  A housing association that adopting FRS 102 early had   
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relegated the statement of changes to equity to a note to the 
accounts. The SWP was in agreement that this was 
incompliant with the Housing SORP 2014. 

 
8.  Subsequent meetings of the SORP Working Party:    

  10:30 am Thursday 10 December 2015, PwC’s Embankment 
Place Office, London 

 12:30 pm Tuesday 15 March 2016, ACC, Kings Dock, 
Liverpool Waterfront, Liverpool L3 4FP 

  

http://www.bing.com/maps/default.aspx?q=Echo+Arena+Liverpool&cp=53.3974876403809~-2.99159264564514&where1=Echo+Arena+Liverpool&ss=ypid.YN1055x220762588&FORM=SNAPST
http://www.bing.com/maps/default.aspx?q=Echo+Arena+Liverpool&cp=53.3974876403809~-2.99159264564514&where1=Echo+Arena+Liverpool&ss=ypid.YN1055x220762588&FORM=SNAPST

